We consider the problem of robustness optimization against normalized coprime factor uncertainty in single-input, single-output systems. We show that loop shapes known from classical analysis to be inconsistent with closed-loop robust stability will tend to have poor optimal robustness. Such loop shapes include those with a high crossover frequency relative to a nonminimum phase zero, a low crossover frequency relative to an unstable pole, or a rapid rolloff raw near gain crossover. Our results consist of a set of lower bounds on the optimal cost of the robustness opdmization problem, each lower bound being appropriate to one of these three problematic loop shapes. The lower bounds are derived using the Poisson integrl, and display the qualitative relationship between the loopshape and the level of optimal robustness.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the problem of optimizing robustness in closed-loop systems against additive perturbations to the plant coprime factors has received much attention. Vidyasagar and Kimura [ViK86] have shown that finding a robustly stabilizing controller for the above problem reduces to solving an H., optimization problem. Glover [MFG90] . Their desip procedure combines loop shaping techniques from classical control with H,, synthesis to optimize robustness against coprime factor uncertainty. Briefly, the design procedure consists of two stages; we summarize for a single input, single output plant. First, the Bode magnitude plot of the nominal plant is modified by a compensator to achieve a loop shape that reflects the desired design goals; usually, high gain at low frequencies for small sensitivity and low gain at high fiequencies for small complementary sensitivity.
This step is performed without regard to the plant phase, and hence to nominal stability and gain/phase margins. We will call the result of this step the desired loop shape. Second, an H. opdmal controller is synthesized for the shaped plant to achieve stabilization and to optimize robustness against coprim factor uncertainty. We will call the result of this step the achieved loop shape. In general, the achieved loop shape may deviate significantly from the desired loop shape. frequency is determined by the controller gain at that frequency. The controller gain, in turn, is bounded as a funton of the opimal cost if the optimal cost is small, then the achieved loop shape wiRl be close to the desired loop shape. If the optimal cost is large, then the achieved loop shape will deviate from the desired loop shape. Since a large optimal cost corresponds to a small stability margin, the authors interpret the deterioration in the desired loop shape, and thus the value of the optimal cost, as an indication of the compatibility of the -loop shape with robust closed-loop stability.
In this paper, we study the relation between the value of the optimal cost and the compatibility of the desired loop shape with closed-loop stability. Restricting our attention to single-input, single-output systems allows us to study this problem using classical analysis techniques. From shows that as the crossover frequency increases both yopt and the lower bound 'Ylower bound become large. These results are consistent with those of [MFG90] . showing that if the gain of the desired loop shape is too low with respect to the pole location, then the value of the optimal cost will be large. has a no phase zero near the unstable pole, or (2) if IG(jco)l is small above a frequency that is relatively low with respect to the location of the pole. Let us elaborate upon the latter condition. For real z = x, W(pSlC) = x -Zor X minus the additional phase lead contributed by the pole in the plant factorization (2.6). It follows that Yopt will be large if low gain is imposed at a frequency for which the additional phase lead contributed by the pole is not significant This phenomenon is plausible because additional lead is needed to obtain the proper number of encirclements of the critical point needed for closed loop stability.
RAPID RATE OF ROLLOFF AT GAIN CROSSOVER
In Section 3 we saw that achieving a loop shaping goal of high gain over a wide low frequency range for a non imum phase plant may be inconsistent with robust closed loop stability. In Section 4 we saw a similar result for the problem of achieving a bandwidth constraint for an unstable plant In each case, the existence of the limitation is due to the presence of a plant singularity that cannot be removed without violating intemal stability. The analysis in each case was performed rather easily using the Poisson integral. The next design limitation we discuss is more subtle, and, as we shall see, requires more work to analyze.
Suppose that we desire high gain to achieve small sensitivity over a low frequency range, and low gain to achieve small complementary sensitivity over a high frequency range. Satisfying both these goals will require the loop transfer function to roll off at a certain rate near gain crossover frequency. The Bode gain-phase relation (cf [FrL88] , [DFT92] ) states that, for a stable minimum phase rtional funcdon, a 20N db/decade rate of gain decrease near crossover frequency will result in -90N°phase lag at crossover. Hence if the rate of gain decrease is too rapid, the Nyquist plot will either violate the encirclement count needed fr closed loop stability, or will have a poor phase margin.
Hence, there is a-design tradeoff between achieving high gain at low frequencies and low gain at high frequencies. This tadeoff is dictad by the need to achieve closed loop stbility as well as reasonable feedback properties at intermediate fequencies. The traeoff will become worse as the width of the intwiate firuency range narrows. An altemate mns of analyzing this tadeoff is via the Bode sensitivity integral (cf [FrL88I, [DFT92] ). The design limitations just described must manifest themselves in the loop shaping design procedure. We now show that if the shaped plant has either a poor phase margin or Nyquist encirclements inconsistent with closed-loop stability (both of which can occur due to excessively rapid rolloff near gain crossover), then the optimal cost will be large. 
